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	Candidates Name: Lawrence Quesada
	Candidates Office: District Director
	District Number: 52
	Toastmasters member since: 20808
	Education: High School: La Salle Green Hills, Manila Philippines 1995Bachelors: De La Salle University, Manila Philippines 1999; BS Business Administration major in  Software DevelopmentMaster: Walden University 2012, Minneapolis, MN - MBA - Finance
	Toastmasters offices held and terms of service: Please See Attached Document: "LTQ - 450H Positions Held.pdf"
	Toastmasters honors and recognition: Select Distinguished Area Director: 2014-2015;DTM - July 2, 2015; 2nd DTM - March 14, 2020;2013 Fall Evaluation 1st Place;Please see attached education awards "LTQ -Education Awards.pdf"
	Relevant work experience and how it relates to Toastmasters and your role as a District officer: Since 1999, I have worked in the same field/industry, the IT and Technology sector. Early on, I have realized that the common belief that though there are many smart people, they are often very bad with communication. This miscommunication can sometimes be perceived as arrogance and even yet limit their influence in the business. As a toastmaster, I have learned not only yo communicate in my work, but to communicate effectively, presenting value. We communicate for others and not myself. Effective communication can be able to influence top management in order to make decisions. In addition, we always give feedback at corporate. Giving feedback is a much welcome skill which toastmasters has helped me incorporate in my work.
	What experience do you have in strategic planning: Also being in the field of Data and Analytics, I had made it a point in presenting our findings before making decisions. Often, I would sit in managerial meetings to offer recommendations, strategy and a way of moving forward. At Toastmasters. I do like presenting my reports visually with graphs and call regular meetings with a recorded session and future plan of action. Strategy planning always happens in board meetings, but implementing them also falls in my realm so I may communicated these findings. 
	What experience do you have in the area of finance: I have been finance manager for the District for 2 years from 2014-2016.Outside of Toastmasters, I previously held and Insurance License, tax preparation and a FINRA series 63 license. Those were of interest to me, but decided to not pursue this path professionally.
	What experience do you have in developing procedures: s I've entered the workforce after college, one of my first responsibilities was to develop a procedural manual which others can follow in order to complete a task. Since working in the technology field, a lot of people have different ways of doing things. Some are masters at it and some need help. The procedures I've developed specifically targets new hires in order that they be able to function on their own in a short amount of time. I have developed these manuals with approval of management. As the finance manger of D52, I was also able to develop some procedures which made transition smoother rather than complicating things.
	What lessons did you learn from previous leadership positions: One of the most important lessons I've learned is that we should allow others to make mistakes, so they may learn from it. We do not encourage mistakes to mess things up, but rather to evaluate it and seek to improve upon it. If we do, we present the individual the opportunity to shine. As what Ronald Reagan once said, “The greatest leader is not necessarily the one who does the greatest things. He is the one that gets the people to do the greatest things.”
	Why do you want to serve as a district officer: 
	In your opinion what are the district missions major objectives and how would you work to achieve them: The mission of the district is to build new clubs and help clubs in achieving excellence. Clarity can sum this all up. The way of achieving this is by simply knowing why this is our mission. If we understand this, by knowing that we as an organization needs to grow, we will be able to achieve this objectives. The mission as to be clearly stated and a plan of working together towards that can help achieve those objectives. More importantly, as a communication organization, we should communicate on how to achieve this. It may be through referrals or reaching out, but no matter what method, we have to be clear why.
	Additional information about yourself: 


